
Mrs. Stachler’s Discipline Policy 
 

Our goal is to create a POSITIVE learning environment for all the children in our class.  Children will be 
taught how to use a variety of appropriate options (Kelso’s Choices) to work out difficult situations and how 

to deal with their emotions in a positive way. 
 

We will be discussing rules and why we need them. Your child will be involved in creating our class rules.  If a 
child has difficulty following our class or school rules, he/she will be reminded of the rule and why we have it.  
At no time will a child be humiliated in front of the other children-this is a learning process for all children! 

 
 

We will be using a “Clip Chart” behavior program in our classroom.  Every student starts their 
day in the middle of the chart on “Ready to Learn” and will move their clip up or down the 
chart, based on their behavior choices.  Remaining on Ready to Learn is meeting all of our 
expectations and is what we want of every child.  Moving up the chart indicates that they 
exceeded our expectations at some point during the day.  Moving down the chart means that 
they didn’t behave as expected.   
All students can move up and down in either direction throughout the day based on their 
behavior choices.   We will be reporting a NUMBER to you each day to give you an overall 
idea of how their day was.  Please help us praise all behavior that has earned a 4 or higher as 
that is meeting/exceeding our daily expectations.  If behavior continues to be reflected at 
level 3 or below, we will involve you to help us support more positive behavior choices.  We 
look forward to a wonderful year of growth in a classroom environment that is safe, 
supportive and structured for our students to learn best. 

 
 
Rules:  
1. We will listen and follow directions.  
2. We will respect ourselves, each other and school property.  
3. We will keep our hands and feet to ourselves.  
 
Rewards: Students who earn a 4 or higher for the whole week will receive a prize from the treasure box at 
the end of the week. If students clip up on 8 they will get a dot on their clip. Once the student receives 5 
dots, they will be upgraded to a jeweled clip. 
 
Consequences: When students make choices that do not follow class and school rules they will move their 
clip down to 3 or below. 
3. Think about it: Warning with time in “Cool Out Chair” 
2. Teacher Choice: Loss of a privilege 
1. Parent Contact: via note in agenda or phone call 
Severe: will result to a time out in the front office with a referral  
*Please also refer to TVCS parent & student handbook pgs. 8-11 

 
PLEASE check agenda daily and initial next to the number each evening. 

  Be sure to encourage the positive and reward (hug, high 5, etc.) their good behavior.   
Thanks you in advance for your support! 

 
Sign & return below 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

I have read and understand the discipline policy set by Mrs. Stachler. 
 
 
 

_____________________________________        ______________________________________     ____________________ 
                      Parent’s Signature                                          Child’s Name                                  Date 
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